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Welcome to
Participatory City

Exciting times! We are about to scale up the work we
have been developing over the last 7 years through a
brand new organisation - the Participatory City Foundation.
You will be joining the organisation at the best possible
time — right at the beginning. We are building a new
diverse team of 24 people by Year 3. Together with a
large network of specialists this team will become the
platform organisation for the groundbreaking Every One
Every Day initiative in Barking and Dagenham.
Working with an incredible group of Trustees and partners
we are launching an ambitious idea — to make practical
participation a key building block for improving the
everyday life of residents throughout the borough. Our
partners include Barking and Dagenham Council, Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation, Big Lottery Fund and City Bridge
Trust, and we will be building collaborative partnerships
continuously in the borough and with a number of cities
across the world.
Departing from the old ideas of ‘top down’ and ‘bottom
up’ we’re building a new type of distributed support system
in the borough. Over the next 5 years Participatory City
will work with local residents and organisations to create
a high level of new activity. With a budget of £6.4 million
Every One Every Day will grow a new network of 250
projects and 100 businesses.
This is not an intervention nor a programme - its a whole
new sustainable system - built from the ground up, with
people’s creativity as the starting point. It will combine
the benefits of peer-to-peer participation projects, with
businesses and services - working together to improve
the overall wellbeing of the neighbourhood, leaving no
one behind.
We hope that you enjoy looking through this candidate
pack and that the opportunity to shape the future of the
Participatory City and the fantastic Every One Every Day
initiative appeals to you.
We hope you will consider applying to join our team!
Tessy Britton
Chief Exectuive
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The Every One
Every Day
Initiative:
Barking &
Dagenham

1 London Borough
5 years
250 new projects
100 new
businesses
25,000 people
participating

The London Borough of Barking and Dagenham has long
been an area of change. Recent demographic changes
in particular have challenged traditional ideas of the area
and of its population. There is a pressing need for the
lives of people of living here to improve. It’s the ninth
most deprived local authority in the country with significant
health, economic and cohesion issues.
However the borough is also very rich in talent, creativity
and enthusiasm, with brilliant resources, including community
centres, schools and parks. The people we have spoken
to in the neighbourhoods we visited during our research
phase tells a very positive story. People we met are
honest, proud with a rich history and heritage. They are
increasingly diverse and young. And like almost all
communities they are full of ideas … and want to help
create a better future for themselves and their families.

The Every One Every Day initiative
intends to provide a platform for this
creativity and energy. As the
borough grows, so too will the
improvements to everyday life grow
for the people living there.
Participatory City will be supporting people to participate
in everyday projects and start community businesses,
running a Neighbourhood School Programme so that
people from the borough, the rest of the UK and other
countries can learn with us to bring those ideas to their
cities.
Our research programme will continually measure and
monitor the impact we’re having and will codify our
approach to make it easily replicable elsewhere. And our
work with the local authority will focus on combining the
services of the council with the emerging participatory
system ecosystem.
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Participation Culture
In recent years local people have been inventing unique
and imaginative projects across the world. These projects
see people working together on practical ideas that
make their neighbourhoods more exciting and enjoyable
to live.
We refer to these types of projects as ‘participation culture’.
These projects include the creation of participation
opportunities to share knowledge, spaces and resources,
for families to work and play together, for bulk cooking,
food growing, tree planting, for trading, making and
repairing, for growing community businesses. These
practical ‘common denominator’ activities are universally
appealing and are accessible entry points in the
participation network - attracting people from different
cultures, backgrounds and ages, and with different types
and levels of confidence, skills, health, available time and
interests.
By taking part in these projects people become creators
of the places in which they live - becoming collaborators
and co-producers as well as consumers. Taken together
in one place, these many ideas could make life significantly
better for people and for the planet. And we like it all
the more because this form of participation has been
invented by citizens themselves.
And that’s the Every One Every Day idea in a nutshell:

Places made by everyone, for everyone.

Creating vibrant places that leave no one
behind.
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How We Are Organised

ONE TEAM

Networks
Manager
LBBD

PCF

Insights

Lab

team

Director

Warehouse
Manager

Shop 1
Project
Designer

Specialist
Network

Shop 2
Project
Designer

Projects
Co-ordinator
Projects
Co-ordinator

2 Shops in Year 1
Council
specialists

Lab
co-ordinator

5 Shops by Year 3
Apprentices

Apprentices

Placements

Trainees

CO-PRODUCTION

The Co-production team members are
based in The Warehouse and are
members from Participatory City and
Barking and Dagenham council.
Responsible for co-production design
and systemic integration of
participatory ecology, services,
businesses and industry, integrated
responses from multiple actors to
complex issues.

Placements

Trainees

NEIGHBOURHOOD

The Neighbourhood team members
are based in local high street shops
and are the entry point for residents
and local organisations.
Responsible for growing the network
of projects & businesses. The network
will grow to 5 Shops with 25 hubs over
the initial 5 years.
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Strategy Group
Full time
Part-time, temporary

Research
Director

Chief Exec

Programmes
Director

Development
Director

Operations
Director

Researcher

Tutor

Mentor

Local

Graphic
Designer

Office
Manager

researchers

Specialist
Tutors

DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL
The Development team members,
which includes the Chief Executive,
development and operations roles, are
based in The Warehouse but work
throughout the organisation.
Responsible for co-ordination and
strategy, working closely with Network
Manager, Programmes Director,
Research Director and Lab Director as
the Strategy Group.

The School team members are based
in The Warehouse.
Responsible for knowledge building
(research, analysis, codification,
development evaluation) and
knowledge dissemination and scaling
learning in the neighbourhoods and
through the City Programme.
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How We Work
We include everyone
We are stronger together and we do our best work when people from every walk
of life are involved. Creating new ways for everyone to take part on an equal footing is
at the heart of everything we do. Success will be measured by how well we collaborate
and what this achieves.

We build trust

We are trustworthy - honest, respectful, open and reliable - making firm commitments
and holding ourselves to account. We extend trust, knowing that networks of trust
and support unlock creativity in everyone. We give others the stage. We think as a
connected and co-dependant system, act as a friend.

We get things done

We roll up our sleeves and get stuck in, whether it’s washing up, welcoming others or
completing a project. We don’t wait to be asked. We value the effects of momentum,
doing what we can with what we have, where we are. We drop everything to support
each other to make things happen quickly and successfully.

We are creative and playful

We are bold, imaginative, experimental, analytical - always looking for more effective
ways of doing things. Creativity means more to us than how things look - it runs through
everything we do. We cultivate an atmosphere of good humour - we are creative when
there is a sense of playfulness.

We learn as we work

Whilst grounded in common sense and knowledge, our work is in the new, the
emerging. With a learning and entrepreneurial mindset we look, we listen, we
ask why, what if and what else? We build new insight and knowledge collectively,
through discussion as well as data. We celebrate when things go well. We reflect,
learn and have a cuppa when they don’t. We bounce back quickly.

We communicate, all the time

We meet people where they are. We make ideas both understandable and exciting.
We take responsibility for communicating to everyone, distilling, simplifying and
personalising. We communicate through conversations, words, drawings, images,
diagrams, models, music, stories and films, creating many different methods for people
to interact with ideas - on their own terms and in their own way.

We create value collectively

We are here for a reason - supporting 1000s of people to work together to co-produce
positive, measurable, real-world effects. We keep an eye on the detail and the
big picture, growing the impact of the work methodically and persistently, step
by step, day by day. Big valuable things are achieved through many small things
getting done by many people.
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Job Description
Org Ref: 4.6a
Job Title: Research Director
Location: Barking & Dagenham, London. Role will include working and travel to all parts of the
borough.
Salary: Up to £45,000 per year.
Type: 2 year contract initially with expectation of extending for a further 3 years subject to funding.
Hours: 40 hours/week - will regularly involve evening and weekend working.
Holiday entitlement: 30 days (plus bank holidays).
Pension: Workplace pension.
Reports to: Chief Executive. This role is part of the Participatory City Strategy Group.
Responsible for: Researcher - to be recruited early 2018; Neighbourhood Researchers; External
Researchers studying for MA or PhD based on demand.

Phases

Jan 2018
Jul 2018

School

Chief
Executive

RESEARCH
DIRECTOR

Programmes
Director

Researcher

Tutor

Local
Researchers

Specialist
Tutors

Mentor
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About this role

You will lead and develop an incredibly exciting research programme for this ground-breaking,
system-change initiative, innovating and integrating multiple research methodologies. You’ll
use technology and traditional research to work with people at the heat of their communities.
You and other researchers will be responsible for gathering and analysing data across
neighbourhoods, through multiple means: interviews, questionnaires, ethnography, digital
means/apps, participation data etc.
You will work at the heart of the the Neighbourhood School which consists of two specific
streams of work:
An Education Programme (lead by the Programmes Director) designed to grow participation
and develop projects and community businesses. The School will work with hundreds of people
per year, teaching, mentoring and codifying to scale participation and ensure replication.
A Research Programme (led by you) that will build new knowledge through researching,
analysing and codifying the emerging practices, and frameworks in order that by year 5 the
new approach has been fully tested, evidenced and documented - ready for replication in other
cities and places.
You will lead on selecting candidates for our Research Residencies and Academic Placements.
Working with the Programmes Director you will facilitate the support and learning and academic
rigour of these researchers and students. A team of 5 people will work in this Neighbourhood
School with responsibilities across tutoring and mentoring (the Programme Director) and
research (you).
You’ll be an inspiring role model for all of the people you work with, using your excellent people
skills to help your team shine, and to bring out the best of everyone in every situation.
External commissions
An independent impact evaluation will be commissioned to assess the extent and nature of the
changes that the initiative brings about in Barking and Dagenham, and will seek to understand
how the different aspects of the initiative are linked to the changes that are observed.
It is intended that the combined infrastructures of technology, metrics and investment will be
specified and commissioned through outside contractors.
With the Chief Executive, you will be responsible for commissioning and managing the external
commission.
Digital Platform and Metrics
One of the key activities of the initiative is to grow participation, from the initial engagement
to repeat participation and beyond. The combined public metric generating and communication
function on the digital platform will be completely integrated. This is part of the initiative’s
strategy to grow participation, by showing what opportunities there are to participate in , and
how this participation is adding up for individuals, their families and the neighbourhood more
widely.
The Research Director will take the lead role collating available data, and producing documents
of the emerging plans. A developmental evaluation process which includes all Participatory
City staff will also be co-produced with project participants, who will be invited to sessions to
collect their insights, feedback and thoughts on the progress of the initiative, and discuss
adaptations to improve its success.
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The development evaluation will form the key input to producing the codification of the initiative,
with the data gathered forming the key input to the ‘how to guide’ that will be produced to
promote the lasting impact and replicability of the initiative in other places.
Impact evaluation
The impact evaluation will assess the extent and nature of the changes that the initiative brings
about in Barking and Dagenham, and will seek to understand how different aspects of the initiative
are linked to changes, against baseline data collected prior to launching.
We will be designing a new set of Collective Impact Indices. They are also outlined in the
Evaluation Map (see attachment). These indices will be developed using sets of data to
produce a statistically valid index. These indices will be constructed using both quantitative
and qualitative data. The purpose will be to distill complex data streams into a set of clear public
measures which show progress in the borough that results directly from practical participation
activity. This work will involve close working with the Insight team at London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham (LBBD), and other organisations.

Duties/Responsibilities of this role
•

•

•

•

Develop a programme of research which
will be led by researchers but supported
by all Participatory City staff.
Train Participatory City staff in the use of
basic research techniques to ensure the
collection of quality data throughout the
project.
Conduct analysis of data collected by the
project, and from other indicators (eg
national or borough level data).
Develop new metrics based on collected
data.

•

•

•

Present on a regular basis interpretation of
collected data, metrics and the story this is
telling on large multiple partner research
projects to a variety of internal and external
audiences.
Work closely with the External Commission to
ensure all aspects of the metrics and research
are coordinated.
Work closely with the ‘Co Production Lab’
(which includes LBBD) to share and develop
metrics and research expertise and findings,
including the LBBD Social Progress Index
(currently in development).
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Person Specification
For this role: We’re recruiting for a people person, a relationship builder, someone with bags of
enthusiasm. Please apply if you’re excited about this role, even if you don’t have every requirement
listed below.

Skills

Knowledge & Experience

ESSENTIAL

ESSENTIAL

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Able to develop programmes of
research which use a wide range of
research techniques.
Able to use wide variety of research
methods.
Excellent track record in action research
& participatory methods.
Interaction with policy change.
Excellent people person- thriving on
working with a diverse group of people.
Excellent communication skills- written
and verbal.

Personal Qualities
•

•
•

•

•

You have a curious mind and naturally make
connections between diverse fields and
industries.
You love leveraging stories and data to
inspire people and help them take action.
Typical disciplines that you might have
worked on in the past: urban renewal,
sustainability, social movement, placemaking,
social innovation etc.
A commitment to achieving social change,
where everyone is able to participate and
no-one is left behind.
Thrives on flexibility, and is always looking for
opportunities and best possible outcomes.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Experience of being a lead researcher
(Principle Investigator) on large multiple
partner research project working with a
range of disciplines and practitioners.
An understanding of the importance
of good practice in research conduct
(including in research ethics, research
integrity and handling research data).
Ability to play a leadership role in a
team and also be an effective and
collaborative member of a broader
team, working constructively with senior
staff and supporting the work of less
experienced staff or students involved
in projects.
Experience of managing a research
budget.
Experience of co-production techniques.
Experience of working with diverse
teams across multiple sites.
Track record of being action orientated
- able to get things done to time and
budget.

DESIRABLE

•
•
•
•
•

Some applied out of university work
would be valuable.
You have applied research insights to
create solutions.
Experience of designing/developing
new indices.
Hold a relevant PhD.
Experience of participation culture.
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Other important information
Equality and Diversity
We are particularly interested in recruiting people who live in the borough of Barking & Dagenham.
It is the policy of Participatory City Foundation to ensure that no job applicant or employee
receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of age, disability, gender reassignment,
marriage or civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex or sexual orientation
or is disadvantaged by conditions or requirements that cannot be shown to be justifiable. The
organisation is committed not only to its legal obligations but also to the positive promotion of
equality of opportunity in all aspects of employment.
Our full Equal Opportunities Policy can be obtained on our website. See here.

Safety & Civic Proficiency
Recruitment is done in line with safe recruitment practices.
All Participatory City Foundation staff have a responsibility for safeguarding. You will need to undergo
a DBS check before employment will be offered as this role will involve working with children and
vulnerable adults. Our full Safeguarding Policy can be obtained on our website. See here.
You will be required to undergo various training in order to meet our Civic Proficiency standards.
This will include health & safety, fire safety, food hygiene, first aid and other safeguarding.

Participatory City supports the UNDP Sustainable Development Goals
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How to Apply
1.
Please apply by CV and up to 2 pages A4 maximum which must include:
		
a) What excites you about the possibility of working with Participatory City.
		b) How your skills, knowledge & experience and personal qualities fit the role as 		
		
specified in the Person Specification.
		c) How you think you would fit into the Participatory City culture as outlined in ‘How
		
we work.’
		
d) Confirmation that you are a UK/EU citizen or have the right to live and work in the UK.
		e) The closing date for applications is 24 August 2017. We strongly encourage early
		
applications.
		
f) Please also complete an equality monitoring form. Find it here.
2.
Please also indicate:
		
a) Your availability for interviews on 1 and 4 September.
		b) Your notice period with your current employer, if applicable.
3.

Successful applicants will be invited to interview. Interviews will be held on 1 and 4 September.

4.

We are aiming for a start date for this role of 2 October 2017 (or sooner).

To apply:
Email your CV (in PDF format) and 2 Page Application (in PDF format) to Wayne:
wayne@participatorycity.org with an email subject line of ‘Research Director- [Your Name] application’.
If you have any questions about any aspect of this role, please contact Wayne: wayne@participatorycity.org

Essential Reading
Illustrated Guide
Designed to Scale

www.participatorycity.org
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Supplementary Documents
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E VALU ATION A N D MON ITOR IN G
Every One Every Day is based on six years of research.
The basic methodology to build new support and
participatory systems has been designed, built and
evaluated through The Open Works project which
produced compelling evidence that these systems have
the potential to be built at scale (See Designed to Scale
evaluation report 2015).
Every One Every Day is the next step on the Research and
Development process towards growing a new system of
participation in Barking and Dagenham. Researching,
evaluating and monitoring our activities and impacts will
therefore be an integral part of all our activity.

Evaluation principles
1 Open

Transparent, honest and clear, learn and share
what works and what doesn’t. Publish publicly to
add to communal knowledge.

2 Collaborative

Shared responsibility for data collection, group
analysis, co-design evaluation frameworks.

3 Rapid feedback

Close monitoring and real time feedback and
shorter cycles using alternative formats, as part
of ongoing practice.

1. Aims
The research, evaluation and monitoring activity has the
following key aims that reflect our framework:
Feasibility

To test the feasibility of building a large, expanding
participatory system in Barking and Dagenham by
monitoring and maintaining the growth and
continuously improving the implementation and
development of the initiative.

Pic: Helsinki Design Lab - Recipes for Systemic Change

4 Adaptive,
grounded in data

Learning from emerging data, adapting initial
hypothesis as the work develops.

5 Innovative

Newer, innovative, often digital, data collection
and new processes to surface and collect tactic,
distributed knowledge.

Inclusivity

To test the inclusivity of the approach by monitoring
and analysing the participation data, and using that
data to improve the inclusivity of the initiative.

6 Measuring value

Finding new ways to measure what matters, that
reflects the complexity of interconnected nature
of root cause and outcomes.

Value
creation

To monitor and calculate the outcomes (impact) and
value being created through improvements in the lives
of individuals and their families living in the borough, to
the neighbourhood more widely, and through cost
savings to the state. These will be measured through
our newly developed Indices.

7 Focus on systems

Taking a whole system, long term view of social
change.

8 Understandable

Using data visualisation, infographics, images
and icons to convey complex ideas.

Systemic
integration

Replicability

To develop projects with the council, businesses,
schools, shops, organisations and projects with the aim
of fully integrating the participatory system into the
local context.
To thoroughly test the Demonstration Neighbourhood
model to allow it to be codified and replicated in other
places, including the generation of new knowledge,
tools, learning programmes and curriculum.

2. Evaluation principles

Adapted from Next Generation Evaluation: Embracing Complexity,
Connectivity, and Change

3. What the projects and participation will achieve
It is intended that a set of 5 statistically valid Collective
Impact Indices be produced. These indices will be
constructed using both quantitative and qualitative data.
The purpose will be to distill complex data streams into a
set of clear public measures which show progress in the
borough that results directly from practical participation
activity. Below are the Indices, and their connection to
Big Lottery outcome aims.

Over the last several years, the public and philanthropic
sectors have been developing and experimenting with
new and creative approaches to solving social problems
in response to the increasing recognition that complex
problems require complex solutions. Some of these
efforts are making serious attempts to affect systems
change, and using innovative technologies to improve the
social well-being of many.

Index 1

Education and Employment

Index 2

Community cohesion & collective action

The complexity of this initiative demands that we develop
a set of principles that will guide our evaluation work. A
research publication Next Generation Evaluation:
Embracing Complexity, Connectivity and Change has
been instrumental in embedding the following 8 key
working principles into how we design and implement our
evaluation strategy.

Index 3

Environment, green and clean

Index 4

Mental and physical health

Index 5

Resilience

Index
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QUESTION 4D - PART 2

EVALUATION MAP

PUBLIC METRICS

External Engagement Strategy

HOW TO PARTICIPATE

PARTICIPATION DATA

PROJECT OUTPUTS

COLLECTIVE IMPACT INDICES

Growth of participation
What the projects and we also see
INDEX
1 extensive process of
Running parallel
to the internal engagement,
a very
Day/week/month/year
participation creates
Education &
which itself will both feed in and respond to the internal employment
processes. Again we would p
No.
of
people
Vegetables
grown
SRGF a bespoke process that meets its own aspiration for
its approach and impact to
INDEX 2
Community
its future neighbours. However, again, we set out an example
below, around using the
cohesion & action
Types of activity
Meals bulk cooked
to participate in the SRGF supply chain, under the banner ‘East Harlem Works’, that il
INDEX 3in this context.
engagement ourHours
experience
leads us to believe is appropriate
participation

Information on
projects
When

Where

No. of spaces used

Contact data

Geography of
participation

Project’s outcome
profile

Products made

Environment,
green & clean

Equipment repaired
or shared

INDEX 4

Mental & physical
health

Businesses started

INDEX 5
Resilience

DIGITAL PLATFORM

EAST HARLEM WORKS
powering Guggenheim worldwide

Confidence
Happiness
Healthy living

2.

Develop contextual understanding of the area

eg start a print shop

2

4

3

Annotated temporal and organizational diagram or diagrams with accompanying descriptive text that illustrates
up
the process you would apply to theSign
project:
View opportunities to
Participate in
- Discovery, research, design, consultation, testing, feedback and other phases and how you would structure them.

participate through
project
the digital platform,
project newspapers
or
‘WHAT MAKES
Internal Engagement Strategy
EAST
A GOODwith
JOB?’
The attached diagram demonstrates the type of approach
to engagement
the staff of the SRGF.
HARLEMwe see
in the
shops
However, every client is unique, and every project isSCOPING
approach to discovery,
PARTICIPANT DATAunique. As such we would design an
PARTICIPATION
DATA
Guggenheim print contract
research, design, consultation, testing, and feedback in collaboration with SRGF. This would need to reflect SRGF
(Including
equalities
)
culture, current structure, and opportunities.

E

INFRASTRUCTURE

HARL

ANALYSIS

E

RECRUITMENT HQ

e

JOBS
id

w

ng

or

l

d

ri

Gu

ggenheim

w

HARL

EAST
HARLEM
WORK

w

er

in

g

Gu

ggenheim

WALK TOURS

Questionnaires

- Resident lead walking tours
Interviews
Ethnography
EXHIBITION &
SRGF RESIDENCY

2-WEEKS
- 00 based at SRGF working with staff to
map organisational structure,
relationships, work patterns, skills etc
- Interviews & workshops

- Exhibition to inspire & feedback
residency findings
- Develop initial ideas through
ideation workshops
LOCAL UNDERSTANDING
JOB

EAST HARLEM
AUDIT

LIVE PROJECTS

2-MONTHS
- Development Team progress & test

IDEATION WORKSHOPS

ideas for design & organisational
EVALUATION
METHODS
behaviour
- Ideas made tangible & allow whole

& TRAINING OFFER
organisation to see value in new models

(East Harlem Work HQ possible location for
community related prototype projects)

D E V E L O P M E N TA L
E VA L U AT I O N
HORIZON SCAN

VISIBLE ENGAGEMENT HUB

- Consciously draw people together &
embed learning

PARTNERSHIP BUILDING

- Mapping local assets &
opportunities
- Scoping key contacts

DEMONSTRATE TANGIBLE IMPACT

S U M M AT I V E
E VA L U AT I O N

C O L L E C T I V E I M PA C T
I N D I C E S A N A LY S I S

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

- Architectural,
organisational & cultural
project best practice

- Identify cross-departmental team of
employees with a mix of skills and
desire to be involved

PROGRAMMING/ PRE-DESIGN
SCHEMATIC DESIGN

Research findings

ONLINE FORUM

WORK
HOST

LOCAL
RECRUITS

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Campaign

Recruit

Mentoring

LOCAL
RECRUITS

Training

With partners, the Work Host works delivers a programme
that supports
and targets
local
EAST HARLEM
WORKS
HQrecruits & businesses

P

KEY COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT:

EVALUATORS
Seed impact - local supply chain

Residents
KEY COMMUNITY
CONVERSATIONS

LOCAL RESIDENT
INTERVIEWS

Participatory EAST
City HARLEM
Governance
CULTURE LAB
Team
Groups
NEIGHBOURS
LOCAL SCHOOL
PRE-PLANNING PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGEMENT
PRESENTATION
Nuturing local
talent and making
culture visible
Potential to use the new East Harlem Works to seed
prototype cultural projects

Funders

External
Evaluators

EAST HARLEM MINI-PRESS

E

po

MINI-LABS

ST

PRINT
WORKS

Individual project
outcome profiles
generated from
participants

ALL DATA

A

M

eg wages, childcare, health,
support, location etc

DESKTOP
RESEARCH

- Baseline review
(SRGF & East Harlem)

KEY STAFF
ENGAGEMENT:

PROTOTYPE

e

BASELINE
RESEARCH
DATA

DIRECT OUTCOME DATA

PRINT
WORKS
w

KEY COMMUNITY
CONVERSATIONS
- Build partnership
opportunities & test concept

ST

INSPIRATION

po

LISTEN & BUILD TRUST

INTERVIEWS
- 20-30 interviews
- Uncover what would enable
and attract them to
employment and training
opportunities

A

data for project activity

M

However, we hope that what we set out illustrates the core principles of our approach; to listen (and observe), to
build trust, to inspire, to prototype, to curate a shared vision, and ultimately to co-design appropriate aspects of
ANALYSIS
the project. This typically takes ANALYSIS
the form of desktop research, interviews, on-site residency, exhibitions
of inspiring
precedents or emerging best practices, or even future
possibilities,
workshops,
live projects or mini-labs, and
LOCAL RESIDENT
EAST HARLEM
AUDIT
- Mapping local assets &
opportunities

INFO POINT

Participant gives

6 no. jobs
immediate outcome

e

1

id

QUESTION 4D - PART 1

Saving money Use the print shop as a space to engage

w

ARCHITECTURE 

3.

SEED LOCAL SUPPLY CHAIN
Saving environment SEED ENGAGEMENT

or

l

d

LISTEN & BUILD TRUST

Making friends

E

68

Learning

1.
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w

We look forward to hearing from you.

FUNDED BY
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